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Abstract: Shaping light in second order nonlinear interaction is a compact way of controlling 
both shape and frequency of the output, a desirable trait for many different applications such 
as optical communication, particle manipulation, microscopy, spectroscopy, and quantum 
information. The use of patterned nonlinear crystals, combining holographic methods with 
electric field poling, has proven a useful way to create arbitrary one- and two-dimensional 
shapes, as well as beams that follow curved trajectories. Using structured light as an input 
beam has also been shown to produce light with special properties, such as vortex beams 
carrying orbital angular momentum, curved Airy beams, and others. We review the latest 
advances in the field. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

The manipulation and control of light beams attracted great interest over the past years. 
Different types of beam shapes were proven useful for a variety of applications, such as 
optical tweezing [1], microscopy [2], quantum information [3] optical communication [4] and 
others. 

Beam shaping in a non-linear process enables to control the output beam frequency as 
well as its shape. Shaping the beams in the nonlinear process itself is a compact way of 
controlling the generated light, which would be otherwise manipulated separately using 
different optical devices, such as lenses, phase and amplitude masks and others. It is 
especially useful in wavelengths where these are not abundant, or in when the setup space is 
limited (such as within a microscope). 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of different spatial beam shaping methods: (a) by changing the properties of 
the fundamental pump beam before it enters the crystal (b) by imprinting a binary mask onto 
the crystal itself, and (c) by adding a mask to the exit facet of the crystal. 

Spatial shaping of the second harmonic beam was achieved using one of three different 
approaches: by changing the properties of the input pump beam [5], by manipulating the 
nonlinear coefficient of the crystal [6–12], or by controlling the output SH beam [13,14] (see 
Fig. 1). Methods which control the SH shape by manipulating the nonlinear coefficient of the 
crystal rely on custom made photonic crystals, where the sign of the second order 

susceptibility (2)χ  is changed along the crystal according to a pre-designed pattern. Varying 

the interaction length (i.e. changing the duty cycle of the poling on the crystal) of the light in 
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the crystal enables control of the amplitude of the crystal while the phase can be controlled 
through transverse-dependent phase terms [15]. 

Latest works on the subject have shown a large variety of beam shapes, including self-
similar beams [9], beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) [16,17], as well as 
manifestation of special effects such as the Talbot effect [18] or super-oscillation [19]. Recent 
achievements show generation of arbitrary shapes in either one transverse dimension [20] or 
in both transverse dimensions [12]. In addition to transverse beams shaping, control of the 
beams along the propagation axis was also achieved. Self-accelerating beams such as the Airy 
beam was demonstrated [8,21], and lately also beams with arbitrary caustic trajectories have 
been generated [22]. 

2. Theoretical background 

Second order nonlinear interaction 

In second order nonlinear optics, the polarization (dipole moment per unit volume) induced 
upon a material by an electric field, depends on the square of the input field. This nonlinear 
polarization acts as a source for light at new frequencies, different from that of the input 
beam. The nonlinear material couples between the fields involved in the process, causing 
them to exchange energy between them. Second order nonlinear processes must conserve 
energy and momentum. Energy conservation dictates that the generated signal’s frequency 
must be the sum or difference of the two input waves (or a second harmonic of one of them). 
In a similar fashion, momentum conservation, of phase matching dictates conditions on the 
wave vectors of the interacting waves and on the crystal quasi momentum. 

The propagation through the nonlinear media is generally described by Maxwell’s 
equations. For time harmonic waves and under the slowly varying envelope approximation, 
these equations can be reduced to a set of coupled wave equations (CWE), coupling between 
the three waves interacting in the material. For the process of second harmonic generation 
(SHG), a degenerate case where the signal and pump have the same frequency, and the 
generated idler has a doubled frequency of ω2 = 2ω1, these equations are [23]: 

 

(2) 2
*1

1 22

(2) 2
22 2

2 2 2

2
2

2

i kz
T

i kz
T
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A ik A A e

x c

A
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x c

ω
ω ω ω

ω
ω ω

χ ω

χ ω

Δ

Δ

∂
∇ + = −

∂
∂

∇ + = −
∂

 (1) 

Where x is the propagation axis (x is chosen as the propagation axis throughout this paper in 
order to be consistent with the popular propagation along the crystalline x axis), z and y are 
the transverse coordinates, 2 2

T z y∇ = ∂ + ∂  is the transverse Laplacian, Aω and A2ω are the input 

pump and generated SH amplitudes, c is the speed of light and (2)χ  is the second order 

susceptibility. 
( )n

k
cω

ω ω⋅= , 2

2 (2 )n
k

cω
ω ω⋅=  are the wave vectors for the pump and SH, n 

is the refractive index and Δk is a vector denoting the phase mismatch between the waves: 

22Δ = −ω ωk k k . Due to material dispersion, this value is nonzero in most cases, causing the 

process to be very inefficient. This can be overcome by using angle tuning in birefringent 
materials in order to achieve the proper conditions for phase matching. Another popular 
method for increasing the efficiency of the process is by modulating the nonlinear coefficient 
by imposing a periodic function on it along the propagation direction x, a process called quasi 
phase matching (QPM). The nonlinear susceptibility can be expanded to its Fourier 
components: 
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 (2) (2)( ) | | exp( )m m
m
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It is now clear that by choosing ( )2 ( )xχ  to be a periodic function and taking it’s leading 

order in the Fourier expansion, an extra moment of mik  is added to Δi kxe . By choosing the 

period of the periodic function imposed on ( )2χ  to be 
2

Δk

πΛ = , the phase mismatch is 

compensated for, since 1

2
Δ

Λ
k k

π
− = = − . Practically, in the existing methods for modulating 

the nonlinear coefficient, only binary modulation is possible nowadays [24]. 

Holography 

Holography is a method for recording and recovering desired wave front information. The 
interference between a desired wave and a reference wave is recorded [25] on the hologram. 
The desired wavefront can later be reconstructed by shining the reference wave on this 
hologram. The method relies on a physical attribute of waves, which states that the complete 
information arriving from an object is stored in the phase and amplitude of a two dimensional 
wavefront at any point [26]. There are no limitations on the objects used as long as they are 
larger than the wavelength. 

Computer generated holograms (CGH) [27] are holograms where the interference pattern 
is numerically calculated instead of physically recording an interference pattern of the object 
and reference beams. The light intensity distribution of the interference between the reference 

wave ER (assumed here to be a plane wave) and the desired wave ( ) ( )( ), cos ,D DE A z y z yφ=  

 2 2 2( , ) | | | | | | 2 cosR D R D R DI x y E E E A E A φ= + = + +  (3) 

where φ  is the phase difference between the two waves. The last term is the interference 

term, which can be calculated if the phase and amplitude of ED and ER are known. The 
calculation can be performed to give a continuous range of values [28], though for many 
applications a binary scheme is preferred [29]. In both cases, both the phase and amplitude of 
the desired wave have to be known in order to calculate the appropriate hologram. Since 
phase information is lost in intensity patterns of an object (which are what is conventionally 
measured using cameras and so), this is not always trivial. CGH’s offer a wide range of 
possibilities, as they do not rely on availability and quality of the interference recording 
materials, and since they do not require the actual object – they can generate 3-D images of 
nonexistent objects. 

In standard linear holography, the reconstructed wave must be separated from the 
reference wave. This is easily achieved by off-axis Fourier holography, i.e. imposing a carrier 
frequency upon the hologram, causing the reconstructed beam to split into multiple 
diffraction orders in the far field, whose angle mθ  can be easily calculated from the carrier 

frequency by cam rrierm fλθ = , where m is the diffraction order and lambda is the wavelength. 

The desired wave can be then separated easily from other diffraction terms by spatial 
filtering. Since the hologram is reconstructed in the far field, and using the Fourier transform 
relation for wave propagation between the near and far field [26] implies that the encoded 
phase and amplitude of the desired wave should be that of the wave’s Fourier transform. 

Binary CGH’s require some algorithm for clipping the continuous function, while 
preserving the amplitude and phase information of the interference pattern in Eq. (3). One 
way of clipping is simply by taking sign{ cosφ  } from Eq. (3), a concept known as volume 

holography. A more sophisticated algorithm proposed by Lee [29] uses a biased function for 
hard clipping the desired function: 
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( ) ( )1, cos (2 ) ( , ) cos ( , ) 0

( , )
0,

carrierf y z y q z y
t z y

else

π φ π+ − ≥
= 


 (4) 

where t(z,y) is the transmission as a function of the transverse coordinates z and y, fcarrier is the 
carrier frequency, ( ) ( ), exp( , )A z y i z yφ  is the Fourier transform of the desired wave, and 

( ) ( )( )1
,

, sin
A z y

q z y
π

−= . The desired wave is reconstructed in the first diffraction order. 

Caustic shaping 

As mentioned above, beams which follow a curved trajectory along their propagation have 
been a subject of great interest over the past years, both because of the counterintuitive 
propagation of beams which supposedly “self-accelerate” [30] without the existence of forces 
along the trajectory, as well as their promise for application in optical manipulation [31,32], 
material processing [33] and light-sheet microscopy [2]. 

These waves do not, in fact, break physical laws. The bending is a manifestation of a 
constructive interference pattern along the curve. Ideal theoretical solutions, such as the Airy 
beam [34] carry infinite energy and have an infinite number of lobes, while in reality the 
truncated, finite energy beams undergo diffraction and abandon their curved trajectory after 
some distance. Having understood this, one can create beams that follow arbitrary curved 
trajectories over a limited propagation distance by tailoring constructive interference of waves 
along the trajectory. Every point along the desired trajectory c(x) in the propagation axis x 
must have a tangent line with a slope at an angle θ which builds it constructively, so that 

( )
tan

dc x

dx
θ= . This can be parametrized using 

( ) ( )c x ydc x

dx x

−  = , where y is the 

transverse axis. The phase of the wave at the input plane x = 0, φ(y), can be derived 

geometrically [35,36] by using 
( )

sin
d y

k
dy

ϕ
θ= : 

 
2

( ) '( )

1 ( '( ))

d y kc x

dy c x

ϕ =
+

 (5) 

where k is the wave number and ( ) ( )dc x
c x

dx
′ = . This calculation has been used in order to 

generate arbitrary caustic curves in linear (free-space) optics [36,37], plasmonic waves [38] 
and acoustic [39] waves. 

3. Fabrication of poled crystals 

The ability to modulate the second order susceptibility is highly desirable in nonlinear optics 
not only because it enables a considerable improvement in the efficiency of the process 
through QPM, but also because it provides the required flexibility for spatial and spectral 
shaping of the output beam. There are number of methods to modulate the nonlinear 
coefficient. In ferroelectric materials, this can be done by inversion of the ferroelectric 
domains. Several methods were successfully employed, including ion exchange [40,41], ion 
beam irradiation [42], femtosecond laser induced domain inversion [43] and electric field 
poling [24].QPM can be also realized in other materials, for example in semiconductors such 
as GaAs by epitaxial growth of orientationaly patterned crystals [44]. 
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Fig. 2. Fabrication of poled crystals through electric field poling. (a) a photoresist is applied on 
top of the nonlinear ferroelectric crystal. (b) The crystal is exposed to UV under a 
photolithographic mask. (c) The exposed parts of the photoresist are removed, (d) The top and 
bottom surfaces of the crystal are coated with electrodes. (e) a high voltage pulse is applied, 
causing domain inversion where the top electrode is in contact with the crystal. (f) the 
electrods and photoresist are removed via etching, exposing the inversed domains. (g) the 
crystal edges are polished. 

Out of these methods to modulate the nonlinear coefficient, the most widely used is by 
electric field poling [24] of ferroelectric crystals. It relies on applying a high voltage pulse 
through a patterned electrode. If the applied field surpasses the coercive field of the 
ferroelectric crystal, the direction of the electrical dipole is permanently reversed in areas 
defined by the electrodes, thus creating a binary modulation of the second order 
susceptibility, with the shape defined by the electrodes. The electrodes are typically defined 
on the crystal through a lithographic process, as explained in Fig. 2. A photolithographic 
mask is applied on top of a photoresist on top side of the crystal, and then exposed to UV 
light. The photoresist is then removed in the areas exposed to the UV. This creates the desired 
pattern on top of the crystal. Metallic electrodes are then deposited on the crystal. A high 
pulsed field is applied, causing domain inversion in areas where the metal is in contact with 
the crystal. The crystal is then etched to remove the remaining photoresist and electrodes. 
This etching also has a different rate for the different domains on the crystal, which in turn 
creates areas on the surface of the crystal with different heights according to the poling, 
enabling to reveal the result of the poling process through a microscope inspection. Finally, 
the crystal is polished on its input and exit facets. 

The most widely used ferroelectric nonlinear crystals for quasi phase matching are lithium 
niobate (LiNbO3, LN), lithium tantalate (LiTaO3, LT) and potassium titanyl phosphate 
(KTiOPO4, KTP). Other materials such as KTA [45] and RTA [46] were also poled 
successful and used for quasi phase matched nonlinear processes. The effective nonlinear 
coefficient d33 in LN has a value of ~28 pm/V [40], while that of LT and KTP is somewhat 
smaller, ~16 pm/V [40]. LN and LT suffer from photorefractive damage, but the use of 
magnesium doping [47] and compositions and close to stoichiometric [48–51] enable to make 
these crystals more immune to this damage while still achieving high performance in 
nonlinear applications. 

The typical poling periods are in the range of several microns (for visible and near 
infrared applications) up to several tens or even hundreds [52] of microns for mid-infrared or 
type II nonlinear processes, and the typical thickness of the crystals is in the range of 500 nm 
up to 2 µm. As for the state of the art, the smallest domains, of ~0.7 µm were reached with 
KTP crystals [53–55], whereas the thickest poled crystals of 10 mm were achieved in Mg:LN 
[56] 
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Fig. 3. Poling examples on 0.5-mm thick stoichiometric lithium tantalate doped with 0.5% 
MgO SLT after selective etching the reveals the poled structure. (a) Features having size of 
less than 2 µm for a custom shape of straight lines. (b) Curved domains, not normal to the 
crystalline x-axis, with high resolution poling, illustrating of the difficulties of poling areas 
with high curvature: while the relatively straight areas are successfully poled, the areas of high 
curvature and higher resolution did not achieve the required pattern. 

Since the above mentioned nonlinear crystals are anisotropic, there is a preferred direction 
for poling, in which the domain boundaries are along the crystallographic Y axis. Curved 
domains, which are sometimes needed for nonlinear holography, are more challenging, 
especially when working in high resolutions. Here the materials of choice are mainly Mg:SLT 
[8,57] and MgO:CLN [15,58,59], whereas the highly anisotropic KTP is less suitable for this 
task. For curved structures, the state of the art in poling resolution is ~2 um in Mg:SLT, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

4. Nonlinear beam shaping with nonlinear holograms 

An efficient way to shape the SH beam is by using CGH’s directly in the nonlinear process, 
by imprinting the desired hologram onto the second order susceptibility (2)χ . In this case, the 

reference beam is the pump wave, the hologram is imprinted by modulating the second order 
nonlinear susceptibility, and the reconstructed wave is at the newly generated frequency, e.g. 
at the second harmonic of the pump beam in the case of SHG. Quasi-phase matching can be 
achieved, in addition to beam shaping, by choosing the carrier period to compensate for the 
phase mismatch. Since electric field poling offers only a change in the sign of (2)χ , only 

binary CGH coding schemes can be used. Also, the available method relies on domain 
inversion along the entire thickness of the crystal, hence the modulation is possible along only 
the remaining two axis (x and y) of the crystal. 

Demonstrations of shaping the SH using CGH used a variation of the algorithm proposed 
by Lee [29]. As an example, one dimensional transverse beam shaping along the Y axis, with 
a desired amplitude A(y) and phase φ (y), can be achieved by modulating the second order 

susceptibility by: 

 (2) (2)( , ) {cos[2 ( )] cos( ( ))}QPMx y sign f x y q yχ χ π φ π= + −  (6) 

where 
Δ

2QPM

k
f

π
=  is the carrier frequency (Δk  being the phase mismatch), and 

1( ) sin ( ( )) /q y A y π−= . 

Two possible beam shaping configurations have been explored: a collinear configuration, 
as shown in Fig. 4(a)-4(b), where the input beam and the generated second harmonic beam 
are in the same direction, and a transverse configuration where the QPM modulation is 
perpendicular to the input, as shown in Fig. 4(c)-4(d). In a collinear setup, which has the 
advantage of high efficiency due to long interaction length, the propagation axis x is used for 
QPM while the transverse axis y is used for the holographic data. This enables one 
dimensional beam shaping. The first works [8,9] in the co-linear setup used Fourier 
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holography, where the image was formed in the far field in the first diffraction order. The 
transverse term included an additional periodic carrier frequency in charge of the diffraction 
pattern. The phase and amplitude imprinted on the crystal were the Fourier transform of the 
desired shape. Lately, also near field on axis holograms [20] where achieved by using the 
transverse direction to imprint the phase and amplitude of the desired shape itself, instead of 
its Fourier transform. Unlike the standard holograms, here the different frequencies of the 
pump and generated waves enable to easily separate them by spectral filtering. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of nonlinear beam shaping schemes using holography. (a) One 
dimensional shaping, where image appears on axis in the near field. (b) One dimensional 
shaping, where image appears off axis in the far field. (c)) Two dimensional shaping, where 
image appears on axis in the far field and (d) Two dimensional shaping, where image appears 
off axis in the far field. 

Non co-linear interaction also offers advantages. Since both axes can be used for shaping 
the output beam, two dimensional shapes can be achieved. Working in the transverse setup 
[12,16,60–62] enables to use the two axes for shaping. Off-axis operation using a carrier 
frequency, enables to easily encode both phase and amplitude modulation by introducing 
local phase offsets and changing the duty cycle, respectively. By using tilted crystals [63] and 
Bragg phase matching, efficient conversion can be achieved at only one single direction. In 
such a configuration, the phase and amplitude where encoded along the same axis as the 
propagation direction (the x axis), and ( ) ( )2 sin / 2 cosQPMf k α π θ=  where α is the angle of 

separation between the FF and the SH beam and θ is the angle of propagation inside the 
crystal with respect to the normal to the crystal facet. Also, volume holography has been used 
to achieve the same purpose for arbitrary shapes [64] on axis in the far field. The main 
disadvantage of the transverse mode is that it is inefficient due to short interaction length, the 
partial Raman-Nath phase matching and the use of nonlinear tensor elements such as d22, 
which are much smaller than the commonly used d33 tensor element that is employed in the 
longitudinal configuration. 

The use of shaped crystals has also been explored for quantum optics applications, by 
using shaped crystals in spontaneous parametric down conversion [65] (SPDC). In this 
process, two photons are created simultaneously from a single pump photon. The photon pairs 
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created are naturally entangled, constituting a bright source for entangled photons [66] for 
many different quantum experiments which require highly entangled particles [67–70]. 
Moreover, the detection of one photon heralds the presence of the other photon with high 
probability, making this process useful for quantum information applications that rely on 
heralded single photons [71]. Spatial shaping of the output through the use of shaped crystals 
enables to generate path- or polarization-entangled photons in a more efficient manner, 
having spatial shapes that can be better coupled to fibers and detectors, and enables multi-
photon states. Spatial shaping of the mode function of the two-photon state output has been 
explored before only in some limited cases. Torres et al. [72] was the first to theoretically 
show how modulated crystals affect the output, and showed a few simple cases of QPM 
crystals with defects and a curved modulation. Crystals with a lattice shaped modulation [73–
75] were also shown to be effective for tailoring the shape of the output. Crystals with a fork 
shaped modulation were recently studied [3,76,77] as sources for entangled photons carrying 
orbital angular momentum (OAM). 

5. Control of the beam trajectory 

While previous SH beam shaping focused on shaping the output SH beam into some desired 
shape in the near or far field, the methods we described can also be used in order to create SH 
beams that follow curved trajectories. The first realization of this was for second harmonic 
generation of Airy beam [8]. The Airy function is a solution to the free particle Schrodinger 
equation, which is analogues to the paraxial wave equation. This solution has the unique 
property of “self acceleration” along a parabolic trajectory. The one dimensional Airy beam 

0

 Ai ,  x 0
y

y 
= 

 
 at the plane x = 0 can be described through its Fourier transform: 

 
3 3
0

0

, 0 exp
3

iy Ky
Ai x FT A

y

   
= =    

     
 (7) 

where 0y  is an arbitrary transverse scale, which determines the acceleration rate and the 

oscillation rate of the beam, and K is the Fourier variable. Such a beam will follow the 

trajectory ( ) 2y x ax= , where 2 3
01/ (4 )a k y=  (

2 n
k

π
λ

=  is the wave vector)is the acceleration 

rate. Two dimensional beams can be obtained through multiplication of two one dimensional 

beams in orthogonal directions, i.e. 
0 0

z
Ai Ai

z y

y   
⋅   

   
 which will create an accelerating Airy 

beam in 2D. We note that this is a specific separable solution of the equation, which is 
unstable to separability-breaking perturbations, where it unfolds into the hyperbolic umbilic 
diffraction catastrophe [78]. Luckily, separating the different dimensions in optical setups that 
rely on free-space propagation is very simple, so the issue of stability of the solution is 
usually of no direct consequence. 

Equation (7) implies that the generation of an Airy beam can be obtained by imposing a 
cubic phase distribution on a beam. This will generate an Airy beam in the far field, and has 
been achieved in light optics [79] in one and two dimensions a decade ago by using phase 
masks. In nonlinear optics, the generation of nonlinear Airy beams was first obtained by 
adding a quadratic phase factor to the transverse direction of the crystal by [8]: 

 (2) (2) 3( , ) {cos[2 ])}QPM cx y sign f x f yχ χ π= +  (8) 

where QPMf  is the period for QPM phase compensation and cf  represents the strength of the 

cubic modulation in the transverse y direction. This modulation created an Airy beam in the 
far field, with a doubled frequency (in the second harmonic), following the trajectory 
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. Volume holography was also used in order to achieve a nonlinear Airy beam in 

the near field [10]. 
But not only Airy beams were achieved in nonlinear interaction by modulating the crystal 

phase. Arbitrary caustic trajectories were also achieved in nonlinear media [57] by using Eq. 
(5) to calculate the phase for arbitrary trajectories. Unlike the Airy beam, these beams are not 
limited to a parabolic trajectory, and are correct for the non paraxial regime as well as the 
paraxial regime. The phase can be obtained numerically or analytically, and the caustic is 
generated this time in the near field, and not in the far field like the previously achieved Airy 
beams. 

One of the unique properties of working in nonlinear interaction as opposed to linear 
interaction, is the ability to change the output trajectory by changing different parameters 
such as the crystal temperature or input pump wavelength [21,57,80]. This is possible because 
phase matching is a condition which is strongly dependent on material dispersion n(λ,T) 
(where n is the refractive index, and is a function of the wavelength λ and temperature T). 
This can be achieved either by tailoring the crystal to phase match a few different processes, 
or by using a crystal with a single modulation but changing the nonlinear process used. 

A crystal modulated according to Eq. (8), when examined for a second harmonic 
generation process, will create an Airy beam under the conditions 22 2QPMf k kω ωπ = − , that 

will propagate along the trajectory 2
2
2

1

1 2 c

x
k fω

 at the far field. Consider the same modulation 

for a difference frequency generation process (DFG) where the pump beam with frequency 

1ω  and idler wave with frequency 2ω  create a third wave with frequency 3 1 2ω ω ω= − . The 

same modulation can phase match such a process if 2
2
2

1

1 2 c

x
k fω

−
1 3 22 QPMf k k kπ = + − , and 

will create an Airy beam that will propagate along the trajectory at the far field, that is, along 
the opposite direction. Therefore, by changing the process used from an up-conversion 
process to a down-conversion process switches the sign of the cubic phase modulation, and 
subsequently, the propagation direction of the Airy beam can be switched [21]. 

Another way of controlling the accelerating beam when the crystal is modulated according 
to Eq. (8), is by means of temperature tuning (or changing the input pump wavelength), as 
was experimentally shown [80]. This change causes the phase matching conditions to change, 
allowing for efficient non-collinear interactions, which causes the intensity peak of the beam 
to shift along the trajectory. 

But a crystal can also be modulated in different areas with different masks. Each area can 
have a different polling frequency QPMf , which compensate for the phase mismatch under 

different conditions of temperature (or pump wavelength). Therefore, different parts of the 
crystal will phase match the fundamental pump beam for these different conditions, allowing 
for a change in the trajectory in every section. The areas can be cascaded along the 
propagation trajectory as was obtained for Airy beams [8], or they can be set one aside the 
other, as was obtained for arbitrary caustic trajectories [57], see Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. A nonlinear photonic switch [57]. The trajectory is changed through change of 
temperature by fabricating a crystal with two different regions with different poling periods. 
(a) a microscopic image of fabricated crystal (top), showing the two different periodic domains 
with different poling periods. The bottom shows the designed pattern. (b1) simulation and (b2) 
experimental results for 50°C (top) and 150°C (bottom). The dotted line shows the planned 
cubic trajectory. 

The ability to control the trajectory as well as the wavelength of light is unique to the 
nonlinear process. It effectively enables the creation of nonlinear photonic switches. 

The main restrictions on the trajectory of the beams that can be achieved lies within the 
fabrication limitations. Curved trajectories require curved modulation of ( 2 )χ , which is not 

trivial for most crystals. Also, as the curvature grows higher, the domains become thinner, 
eventually reaching the fabrication limit. Other limitations arise from the crystal length, 
desired propagation distance and input pump beam [57]. 

6. Shaping beams with structured pump source 

Structured light beams have been extensively studied in linear optics, where amplitude and 
phase masks can be readily used to tailor the wave front of light. The introduction of dynamic 
tools for beam shaping, such as the spatial light modulator (SLM) which uses a matrix of 
liquid crystals in order to control the phase of the wave, are a great advantage as they enable 
flexible and dynamic shaping. 

The coupled wave equations in nonlinear optics show a clear relationship between the 
generated beams and the input pump beam. A particular case of interest is beams carrying 
orbital angular momentum (OAM), originating from the helical wave front structure of light 
[81]. These beams have a phase singularity in the center of the optical axis, and a phase 
winding factor of exp( )ilφ . In nonlinear optics, beams carrying OAM can be generated by 

using NLCs with dislocations [16]. Also, it has been shown [82] that under the undepleted 
pump approximation and assuming no absorption, a SH beam generated by a input pump 
beam carrying OAM with a topological charge of lω , will carry a topological charge of 2lω . 

This naturally leads to a conservation law for conservation of OAM: 2 2 . l lω ω=  The use of 

both and input pump beam carrying OAM and a crystal with charge cl  has also been 

explored, as in Fig. 6, leading to a more general conservation law, incorporating also the 
charge cl  added by the nonlinear crystal (NLC): 

 2 2 cl l l lω ω ω= + +  (9) 

This conservation law has been shown to hold also for a non degenerate case where the 
two pump photons have different topological charges in type I SHG, as fractional topological 
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charges [83]. It has also been shown to hold for type II SHG, where the two pump photons 
have different polarizations [84]. 

 

Fig. 6. OAM conservation using a shaped pump beam [17]. (a) Experimental setup. A pump 
beam is shaped through a linear phase mask into a vortex beam carrying OAM. It then 
illuminates a fork-shaped nonlinear photonic crystal carrying its own quasi orbital angular 
momentum. The second harmonic generated beam is also a vortex beam, conserving OAM in 
the different diffraction orders. (b) 3D microscope image of the fabricated linear phase mask. 

The understanding that the input pump beam’s attributes affect the output SH beam can be 
used for more general control of the spatial distribution of the SH beam [5]. The doubling of 
the phase, as shown in vortex beams, can be generalized for any phase distribution  ωφ  of the 

pump beam, under the undepleted pump approximation and ignoring beam diffraction along 
the crystal. Under these conditions the SH complex envelope is 

2

2 ( , ) exp(2 ( , ))A A z y i z yω ω ωφ∝ . The desired output beam can easily be obtained by 

designing the input pump beam to have half of the desired phase. 
Under the same approximation of no diffraction, the pump phase modulation can also be 

made to create Raman-Nath SH in a homogeneous nonlinear media [85]. If the fundamental 
beam’s phase is periodically modulated with a period Λ, then it will have a reciprocal vector 

2 / .mG π= Λ


. The SH k vector will now have a component along the mG


 direction, creating 

a Raman-Nath diffraction pattern. This can be done in 2 dimensions as well, creating Raman 
–Nath diffraction rings. This is another example of a structured pump beam where the SH 
output can be analytically derived and affected. 

But this is only valid when diffraction is negligible, i.e. when crystal length is short 

relative to the beam divergence. This is the case when 0 /x L , where 
2

0
0

W
x

π
λ

=  is the 

Rayleigh range, W0 is the beam waist and λ the wavelength, is smaller than ~10 (the exact 
limiting value is chosen according to the desired correlation between the desired beam and 
output beam). When this approximation is not valid, as is the case for long crystals and tightly 
focused beams, the simple approach of phase doubling does not hold. Longer crystals 
generate SH beams with better conversion efficiency due to a longer interaction length and 
higher intensities. Unfortunately, the input pump beam in this nonlinear system cannot be 
analytically calculated. However, solutions of this an inverse problem can be searched 
numerically by using optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, hence the required 
input pump phase can be computed. 

For some specific cases, a solution to the coupled wave Eqs. (1) under the undepleted 
pump approximation using a structured input beam has been obtained analytically. The case 
of SHG with an input pump Airy beam was explored theoretically [86] and experimentally 
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[87,88]. When the input pump beam is an Airy beam with 0x  and kω , it can be shown that 

the asymptotic solution to the coupled wave equations is also an Airy beam, but with 
2/3

0 02  y y→  and 2k kω ω→ . This means that the SH beam will oscillate 22/3 faster than the 

original pump beam. Under perfect phase matching, 22k kω ω= , so the acceleration of the SH 

beam will be the same since 
( ) ( )2 3 2 32 2/3

0 0

1 1

4 4 2 2
a

k y k yω ω

= → , and both will follow the same 

trajectory 2. 
Another case which was numerically and experimentally [89] explored is the case of 

parabolic beams [90], which together with the Airy beam are the only orthogonal and 
complete family of explicit solutions of the two dimensional paraxial wave equation that 
remain diffraction free and freely accelerate during propagation. Again, as in the case of the 
Airy beam, it has been shown that a fundamental parabolic beam (in 1 or 2 dimensions) 
generates also a parabolic-like beam in the SH. As in the case of the Airy beam, the parabolic 
beams in the fundamental and SH frequency follow the same curved trajectory. 

Using shaped beams to control the output has also been shown for quantum wave packets 
in SPDC. Experiments with input beams with a cubic phase [91,92], have been used to 
control the two-photon output state, and proven to be useful for imaging. 

7. Summary 

Nonlinear beam shaping enables control of the beam shape, its frequency, as well as other 
parameters such as orbital angular momentum and beam trajectory. The use of structured 
crystals or structured input light beams reduces or eliminates the need for external elements 
such as lenses, filters and splitters after the process, which might not readily available at the 
desired wavelength. The fabrication of structured nonlinear crystals by means of electric field 
poling has improved over the past years to give high resolutions. Applying holographic 
methods such as computer generated holograms or volume holography for designing these 
crystals has been proven effective. Both one and two dimensional shapes have been achieved 
with different conversion efficiencies. Shaping of the quantum wave packet in the nonlinear 
SPDC process using structured crystals has also been proven useful for tailoring highly 
entangled photons. 

Using structured pump sources, instead of structuring the crystal, has also been proven 
useful for shaping the nonlinearly generated light. Beams with special features, such as beams 
following curved trajectories, beams carrying orbital angular momentum, as well as more 
arbitrary shapes were achieved using this method. This is a dynamic way of controlling the 
output, as a single crystal can be used for many different beam shapes. 

Future studies in this field include the extension of the methods presented here to other 
types of nonlinear crystals, such as orientation-patterned GaAs crystal, as well as further 
developments of the coding schemes for nonlinear process, to allow full three-dimensional 
reconstruction of beams, as already done nowadays with linear holograms [93–96]. 
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